6. The Plant List considers Sarcandra irvingbaileyi Swamy as an unresolved name; http://www.theplantlist.org/tpl1.1/record/kew-2484652 (accessed on 15 October 2018); https://indiabiodiversity.org/biodiv/species/show/250088. The India Biodiversity Portal considers this name as a synonym of Sarcandra chlora n. thoides Gardn. (accessed on 20 October 2018).
10. Swamy, B. G. L., Shāsanagolali Gidanaagnalu (in Kannada), PrakataNa mattu Pracharpanyasa Vibhaga, Bengaluru, 1975
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Correction

Breccia filled inflation clefts on the banks of the Kukadi River near Hanewadi, Ahmednagar District, Maharashtra

P. K. Sarkar, B. N. Manjare and Raymond A. Duraiswami


One of the authors name should read as B. S. Manjare instead of B. N. Manjare.